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#OTalk @OTalk_
Its 8pm which means its #OTalk time. Tonight our topic is about improving representation in OT. Our host for the evening is @Occ4LifeLtd & your support on the 
account is @Kirstie_OT. Give us a hello if youre joining in tonight.

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
Hello! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Some #OTalk housekeeping & a few things to keep in mind. Please remember that your codes of practice apply online as they do in practice. Be respectful, listen, share,
learn & enjoy.

Rachael (she/her)  @RachaelD_OT
@OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd @Kirstie_OT Good evening everyone  Really looking forward to this one #OTalk

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
@OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd @Kirstie_OT Hi folks! #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life  @Occ4LifeLtd
Good evening all at #otalk. Who is joining us tonight? First of all I want to check in with people and see how they are feeling, know that tonight all emotions are valid. I ask
everyone to respect each other but tonight is an important in evaluating the profession’s progress.

Clarissa #BlackLivesMatter @GeekyOT
@OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd @Kirstie_OT Hi @Occ4LifeLtd, thanks for organising. I’m dropping in briefly but just got home so need to do dinner etc too #OTalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd @Kirstie_OT Hi from sunny South Wales  #OTalk https://t.co/7CoNKUWXwj

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd @Kirstie_OT Hi all  #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life  @Occ4LifeLtd
I’ll share first. I am feeling hopeful about individual pockets of conversations that are being had but impatient and frustrated about the visibility of any changes. 
also committed to carrying on the work.

Ros French @RosFrench1
@OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd @Kirstie_OT #OTalk Hello looking forward to it

#OTalk @OTalk_
@SteveGFord @Occ4LifeLtd @Kirstie_OT Great to have you with us Steve, hope you enjoy your first #OTalk. Be sure to include the #OTalk hashtag in all your
tweets/replies that way everyone can see them in the chat & follow along.

Sarah Fletcher-Shaw @sarahjoOT
@OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd @Kirstie_OT Hi all! #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life  @Occ4LifeLtd
1) What have you done personally over the last year with respect to supporting diversity within the profession? #OTalk
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#OTalk @OTalk_
Be sure to include the #OTalk hashtag in all your tweets/replies that way everyone can see them in the chat & follow along, engage & learn.

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: I’ll share first. I am feeling hopeful about individual pockets of conversations that are being had but impatient and frus…

#OTalk @OTalk_
With all that out the way, lets hand over to @Occ4LifeLtd to kick of tonights #OTalk with question 1.

Fran Platts @FranPlatts
RT @OTalk_: Its 8pm which means its #OTalk time. Tonight our topic is about improving representation in OT. Our host for the evening is @Oc…

Louise McMann @louise_mcmann
Hello looking forward to hearing everyones thoughts #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life  @Occ4LifeLtd
Thank you for joining us tonight Steve. It can be pretty fast flowing so don’t worry about catching every tweet #otalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk Same. Really pleased that conversations are happening but frustrated that they’re not progressing into action.

#OTalk @OTalk_
@JessOTPowell @Occ4LifeLtd @Kirstie_OT Hi Jess, Great to have you with us. Be sure to include the #OTalk hashtag in all your tweets/replies that way everyone can
see them in the chat & follow along.

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd @Kirstie_OT HI everyone - delighted to be joining - and now with the #OTalk !

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Occ4LifeLtd  thanks for doing this again! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@SteveGFord @Occ4LifeLtd @Kirstie_OT Perfect  #OTalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTalk_: Be sure to include the #OTalk hashtag in all your tweets/replies that way everyone can see them in the chat & follow along, eng…

Louis  @LouisP_OT
@OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd @Kirstie_OT Evening all, looking forward to the discussion #OTalk

Andrew Bates @AndrewBatesOT
@OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd @Kirstie_OT Hi all from sunny London, looking forward to discussions tonight. #OTalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTalk_: Its 8pm which means its #OTalk time. Tonight our topic is about improving representation in OT. Our host for the evening is @Oc…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life  @Occ4LifeLtd
I want to give a huge shout out to @BAMEOTUK and @LGBTQIAOTUK for their contributions in keeping momentum moving forward- every time I see a tweet it reminds
me to check in #otalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: Good evening all at #otalk. Who is joining us tonight? First of all I want to check in with people and see how they are fe…

Rachael (she/her)  @RachaelD_OT
@Occ4LifeLtd I echo this. I also think that there is a distinct lack of visibility in relation to the existing diversity within Occupational Therapy. However, accounts like
@BAMEOTUK & @LGBTQIAOTUK are beginning to bridge the gap #OTalk
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Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: I’ll share first. I am feeling hopeful about individual pockets of conversations that are being had but impatient and frus…

Andrew Bates @AndrewBatesOT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: I want to give a huge shout out to @BAMEOTUK and @LGBTQIAOTUK for their contributions in keeping momentum moving forward-…

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
RT @RobW_OT: @Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk Same. Really pleased that conversations are happening but frustrated that they’re not progressing into act…

Angela Yeomans @AngelaYeOT
Hello #OTalk just joining now

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
RT @OTalk_: Its 8pm which means its #OTalk time. Tonight our topic is about improving representation in OT. Our host for the evening is @Oc…

Nicola Oddy @alilou250969
@OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd @Kirstie_OT Hi from Oxfordshire #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life  @Occ4LifeLtd
What personal actions have people taken? I have done an awful lot of listening, reading and I hope sharing the voices of others #otalk

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist  @musedNeuroOT
@Occ4LifeLtd Be a little more visible and began mentoring a few people #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk the last year has been interesting working through the pandemic using OT skills to support redeployed staff into a fast pace community service
then starting my career break to do my masters.

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@Occ4LifeLtd Continued to raise awareness around ableism and disability; held discussion with my team regarding changes we need to make in practice to support
diversity #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Weve got a hot topic tonight & some people will be more familiar/comfortable with it & talking about it that others. So please be kind, respectful to others & their views
#OTalk

Nora Dempsey  Student Occupational Therapist @NoraDempsey3
@Occ4LifeLtd Just tried to listen and learn as much as I can. Where we have talked about being more inclusive I have been aware/raised that we can't impose or
assume what the answers are. #OTalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk it’s been a lot about self education for me. As a gay man I have some insight into the experiences of lgbt+ community but little of POC.
@BAMEOTUK particularly has helped broaden my mindset.

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 1 #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @Occ4LifeLtd Continued to raise awareness around ableism and disability; held discussion with my team regarding change…

D.Lafayette @DLafayette411
@OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd @Kirstie_OT Evening all. Good to be here. #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @RobW_OT: @Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk it’s been a lot about self education for me. As a gay man I have some insight into the experiences of lgbt…

#OTalk @OTalk_
@SPOTeurope @Occ4LifeLtd @Kirstie_OT Hey there, Great to have you with us. Be sure to include the #OTalk hashtag in all your tweets/replies that way everyone can
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see them in the chat & follow along. 

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: 1) What have you done personally over the last year with respect to supporting diversity within the profession? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@EmmaLairdOT @hspenceruk @Occ4LifeLtd @Kirstie_OT Hi Emma, Great to have you with us. Be sure to include the #OTalk hashtag in all your tweets/replies that
way everyone can see them in the chat & follow along. !

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
@Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK Thanks @Occ4LifeLtd! Change is hard to achieve without visibility & acknowledgment of said visibility #OTalk

Louise McMann @louise_mcmann
The best I can, listen and try to adapt my way of working to suit individual needs of staff teams. Advocacy for different types of approaches in communication and working
with people to best meet their needs #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Occ4LifeLtd Ensured my recruitment processes consider how those who may have had less life opportunities due to systemic/ structural racism can enter the playing
field on a more equal footing to those with more privileged (usually white) backgrounds #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
For those of us who have been reading and education what resources have you found most helpful to share with people newer to this? I recently read Emma Dabiri’s
book - What White People Can Do Next. And I have been reading own voices fiction too. #otalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@Occ4LifeLtd Educated myself more by listening, reading and learning from the diversity community - still and always be ongoing as need to check myself all the time
#OTalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
@Occ4LifeLtd Given more thought and research about how to properly support any future disabled students in their placements with me - we champion participation and
accessibility so it’s time to walk the walk as well as talk the talk #OTalk

Angela Yeomans @AngelaYeOT
@Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk trying to learn through reading, following new people and groups on twitter and trying to increase my awareness of inequalities in the system

Ros French @RosFrench1
@Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk, yes lots of listening, trying to feedback others views and encouragement to keep going and now lots of reading, discussions and reflecting on
skills, learning and development

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Can you give us more information on what this looks like? #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
Since my class ended super early, I am going to do a cameo today. #otalk https://t.co/Swd9mlhwt2

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk https://t.co/EqD3X3X76X

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Occ4LifeLtd Consider how my team reflect the ethnic mix of our service users (very few are white) and reflect on what our diversity brings to the team and service
users #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @CeeCeeOT: @Occ4LifeLtd Given more thought and research about how to properly support any future disabled students in their placements w…

Sarah Fletcher-Shaw @sarahjoOT
@Occ4LifeLtd I totally agree and am committed to continuing the conversations and pursuing change. Working in HE we have been keen to ensure more representation
of diversity in a recruitment materials to engage and encourage diversity in the next generation of Occupational Therapists #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Occ4LifeLtd Entered abstract to RCOT conference re antiracist practice in OT, systemic racism and disproportionate representation in the justice system. They rejected
it, so entered it to WFOT. Collaborating with BAME colleagues re this #OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@Occ4LifeLtd Being new to this community it's been about listening. It's been a feature of pretty much every conversation as people share with me #OTalk
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Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@Occ4LifeLtd Educate myself podcasts, research, co-hosted the empowered practice conversations #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Occ4LifeLtd A1. Taking on 2 new grads to be their mentors for @OTDiversity's minority mentorship program. #otalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@melissa_chieza @Occ4LifeLtd Including you. It been great to see so many OTs opening up and sharing their experiences of being disabled or having a disability
#OTalk

Melissa chieza @melissa_chieza
RT @GeorgiaVineOT: @Occ4LifeLtd Educate myself podcasts, research, co-hosted the empowered practice conversations #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @GeorgiaVineOT: @Occ4LifeLtd Educate myself podcasts, research, co-hosted the empowered practice conversations #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Occ4LifeLtd As someone who ticks a few boxes under ‘diversity’, I’ve tried to engage more with OT based extra-curriculars, to highlight matters of inclusivity, such as
twitter, networking groups, and preparing to present at #RCOT2021 conference #OTalk

Andrew Bates @AndrewBatesOT
@Occ4LifeLtd The last year has been a significant learning experience for myself as a queer person. I've learnt to become more visible in the workplace, and feel a lot
more comfortable in sharing my story, and educating/challenging others #OTalk

Melissa chieza @melissa_chieza
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @melissa_chieza @Occ4LifeLtd Including you. It been great to see so many OTs opening up and sharing their experiences…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeorgiaVineOT @Occ4LifeLtd howdy... long time no see. :) #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SteveGFord: @Occ4LifeLtd Being new to this community it's been about listening. It's been a feature of pretty much every conversation a…

LecturerMish # $ % & "# $ % & " '' She/Her @LecturerMish
@Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk well...1)cofounded BAMEOTUK Network 2)With BAMEOTUK wrote 2 open letters - 1st one with allies 3)With BAMEOTUK raised concern with
@theRCOT that they did not have #EDI lead 4)Rapid self education on #antiracism in #education, #AHP & #OccupationalTherapy 5)4 publications..

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
2) What progress has the profession made? #OTalk @theRCOT shared an update this evening but I’m not sure if everyone has had a chance to read yet. How do you
think the profession has responded - locally, nationally, globally?

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Occ4LifeLtd Braved challenging practice in OT that I see as non inclusive. #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@Occ4LifeLtd Hahaha where do I even start? #OTalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @Occ4LifeLtd Continued to raise awareness around ableism and disability; held discussion with my team regarding change…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @Occ4LifeLtd Entered abstract to RCOT conference re antiracist practice in OT, systemic racism and disproportionate repre…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Interested to know how easy/difficult this was to implement? #otalk

Rachael (she/her) %% @RachaelD_OT
@Occ4LifeLtd Challenging perceptions & carefully using self-disclosure at work have been two of the main things I have done this year #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@Murphlemurph @Occ4LifeLtd Nice! How have the outcomes been if you don't mind sharing? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
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RT @RachaelD_OT: @Occ4LifeLtd I echo this. I also think that there is a distinct lack of visibility in relation to the existing diversity w…

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: 2) What progress has the profession made? #OTalk @theRCOT shared an update this evening but I’m not sure if everyone has h…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Have you heard back from WFOT? #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @SteveGFord: @Occ4LifeLtd Being new to this community it's been about listening. It's been a feature of pretty much every conversation a…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RachaelD_OT @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK and @OTDiversity and @latinxot in the USA also play crucial roles. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @GeorgiaVineOT: @Occ4LifeLtd Educate myself podcasts, research, co-hosted the empowered practice conversations #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Jen0Scott @Occ4LifeLtd Indeed the only abstract I've ever had declined out of 6 entries! #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@Murphlemurph @Occ4LifeLtd Wow rejected. Did WFOT accept? Or reviewing still ongoing? #OTalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@OTalk_ #OTalk Also trying to raise awareness that organisations can’t develop true EDI policy, however well intentioned, without data about the diversity of the
workforce / members.

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @melissa_chieza @Occ4LifeLtd Including you. It been great to see so many OTs opening up and sharing their experiences…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 2 #OTalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @Occ4LifeLtd Entered abstract to RCOT conference re antiracist practice in OT, systemic racism and disproportionate repre…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
What’s your title? #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeorgiaVineOT @Occ4LifeLtd I am halfway of my course teaching wise. I just speak super fast today for some reason. #otalk

Wendy Foo @wendy_foo_
@Occ4LifeLtd Alot of reading, starting to reach out to others with shared vision, recognising there's so much more to do.. #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@teohjouyin @Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk !!

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT Hmm, progress seems to be very slow and is heavily driven by the diversity community. So much more can be done by our profession 

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
I hope that has been a positive experience for you and that you have been welcomed in your authenticity #otalk.

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@teohjouyin @Occ4LifeLtd We'll see in a couple of weeks :) #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
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@SusanGriffiths5 @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT Agreed #OTalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@OTalk_ Generating more team conversations to talk about diversity in clinical practice and reflecting which has been powerful for me! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Occ4LifeLtd @thewfot reviewers only finished reviewing abstracts yesterday. Outcomes to follow soon #OTalk (

Rachael (she/her) %% @RachaelD_OT
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT I’m not sure much progression has been made. At least, not in relation to @RCOT… I know that a conference theme this year is supposed to
be equality, diversity & inclusion; but the programme does not overly reflect this… #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT I may have to sit this one out... )#OTalk

Rachel Ineson @rachelineson
@Occ4LifeLtd I have thought long & hard about who we are & the structures & processes which have formulated occupational therapy as part of the 'global north'. I have
questioned myself & searched for alternative perspectives. Also reading lots: Empireland / Black & British top so far #otalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Occ4LifeLtd 1st June #OTalk

Sarah Fletcher-Shaw @sarahjoOT
@Occ4LifeLtd We have made sure to consider a diverse representation in photographs for example for use in college outreach days and invited students to speak at our
open days/college session where possible. This has been well received and commented upon by applicants. #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
3) What have been the barriers? #otalk 4) and the opportunities?

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT I would really be interested to find out from an empirical perspective. #OTalk I think some of the work @theRCOT and @ElizabethCasso1
done is promising, but again the challenge is to see how long these signs of progress will persist.

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@RobW_OT @OTalk_ #OTalk - agree with this. But there is quite a lot of data around - not perfect but enough for us to know there's a problem

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Occ4LifeLtd A1 (cont.) I also shared DEI data on AOTA elections and appointed positions data to US BIPOC/BAME OT community. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @LecturerMish: @Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk well...1)cofounded BAMEOTUK Network 2)With BAMEOTUK wrote 2 open letters - 1st one with allies 3)With…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SteveGFord: @RobW_OT @OTalk_ #OTalk - agree with this. But there is quite a lot of data around - not perfect but enough for us to know…

Sarah Fletcher-Shaw @sarahjoOT
@Murphlemurph @Occ4LifeLtd I really hope this is successful with WFOT. #OTalk

Angela Yeomans @AngelaYeOT
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT #OTalk read the update this evening and felt that it was a start especially as it acknowledged some of the important groups contributing to
discussions tonight. But it has taken a long time for @RCOT to get to the start line of this race towards tackling inequaltities

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@LecturerMish @theRCOT You have been doing excellent work. #otalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@Murphlemurph @Occ4LifeLtd Nice! What were the demographics before you took these factors into consideration in your recruitment? #OTalk (Hope you don't me
being quite forward, I am genuinely curious!)

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@Occ4LifeLtd When i was interviewing I made sure there was a diverse panel doing the interviews. A colleague of mine in a "what matters to me" team leads session
mentioned that increasing diversity was what mattered to her & it made me think about what I could do in my role #otalk
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Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT ... no, that’s unfair. I think we have to appreciate that individually colleagues have done so much to listen, learn and implement EDI into
practice. That cannot go unnoticed or Unappreciated! We just need to see this at a larger scale #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@Murphlemurph And how did that go? #otalk Were you satisfied with the outcome?

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
#OTalk evening everyone ! https://t.co/WZzA6zIRpF

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 3 & 4 #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT A2. In AOTA, % of BIPOC/BAME OT students and practitioners representing people applied for AOTA elected and appointed positions were
encouraging! Hopefully the momentum can keep going. #otalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT It’s talked about more but strategies how to put this into practice haven’t been considered as this is so much more than a conversation 

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT @ElizabethCasso1 This Tweet in particular resonated with me as far as 'progress' is concerned. #OTalk https://t.co/dPuqp5U698

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Thanks Bill. Wasn’t aware of @latinxot #otalk

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
@Occ4LifeLtd Intertwining research and personal experience re: gender has rippled into lots of conversations and hopefully prompted thought, action, change... Owning
and opening up about my own experiences = both liberating and terrifying, can be exhausting #OTalk @LGBTQIAOTUK

#HelloMyNameIs Sadie @ot_sadie
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT #otalk I think there’s been recognition that there is a huge problem with the lack of diversity in OT as a whole. But if the question was about
progressive action... then sadly, none that I’ve seen

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT #OTalk Disappointing tbh. Remember, It was halfway through #lgbthm21 before @theRCOT took any real action to celebrate lgbtqi+
members, and then only after a number of us challenged the lack of presence on social media *

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@OTalk_ I think was incredibly disappointing that on OT week with diversity theme they highlighted that they had position that only under 35s should apply for (to talk to
school kids). I challenged them, they changed it, but how could such agesim happen on a diversity week? #OTalk

Sarah Fletcher-Shaw @sarahjoOT
@Occ4LifeLtd I also think challenging the traditionally perceived class barriers around OT and Higher education is important. I do this by sharing my own story about my
working class background at college talks and open days. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Occ4LifeLtd A3. The barrier is- we don't know if it's a reaction for more BIPOC/BAME representation due to what's happening in the USA. 1 cycle of data points is not
sufficient to draw a strong conclusion. #otalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@OTalk_ Conference theme - diversity. They created a preview leaflet with a few speakers in it....all white. How can this continue? #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
Thank you yes it is very much driven by the likes of groups like @BAMEOTUK and @LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Occ4LifeLtd @latinxot yes- they also have their IG accounts too. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
I agree Susan. Definitely seems to be a case mostly of ‘interested parties’ driving change. Would love to see much more top down drivers. #otalk

D.Lafayette @DLafayette411
@Occ4LifeLtd @CeeCeeOT @theRCOT #OTalk The profession has 'reacted' to the increased focus on the lack of diversity in the profession over the last year, but some
introspection is still needed as to why the issue was such a low priority until there was a social movement for change.
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Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@Occ4LifeLtd I think someone already mentioned it but one of the main barrier is the lack of diversity within the profession #OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@RobW_OT @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT #OTalk - point noted. I used this as an example in discussions with the leadership team today

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
@Occ4LifeLtd Q1. #otalk was a digital allie for a friend who did a fab #LGBTQIA+ quote for rcot, then I started looking into what support other professions have and
found some gaps in ours. I actively attempted to highlight and nudge this in a better direction

LecturerMish # $ % & "# $ % & " '' She/Her @LecturerMish
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT Well #OTalk the profession has statements in the UK, lots of statements, just waiting for the actions The profession has to, must, stop
deflecting & diverting from the necessary work by using #EDI as a catch all action, as it does not deliver on #antiracism & pro-#equity outcomes

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Occ4LifeLtd It can feel like the barriers have been finding the opportunities. For instance, @Murphlemurph highlighted the rejection of a critical abstract for conference.
#OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
#otalk - HE representation in promotional materials https://t.co/UxQ51kIPsO

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Occ4LifeLtd A4. In terms of opportunities, I think having @DrArameh as incoming AOTA VP will be a tremendous opportunity. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @RachaelD_OT: @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT I’m not sure much progression has been made. At least, not in relation to @RCOT… I know that a confe…

Nora Dempsey "" Student Occupational Therapist @NoraDempsey3
@Jen_donOT @Occ4LifeLtd @MadnessColourOf I read this and Why I'm no Longer Talking to White People About Race. Just bought What White People Can do Next
but only a few pages in #OTalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @DLafayette411: @Occ4LifeLtd @CeeCeeOT @theRCOT #OTalk The profession has 'reacted' to the increased focus on the lack of diversity in t…

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT #OTalk some real lessons to be learned from @thecsp Not only a professional journal dedicated to lgbtqi members for #lgbthm21
results of membership diversity survey but also have supported set up of @csplgbtqia @cspdisability @cspbame. +

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@Occ4LifeLtd The opportunity such to take part in these talks has been great #nothingaboutuswithoutus but it can be mentally exhausting telling your own sensitive
stories again and again. #OTalk

Sarah Fletcher-Shaw @sarahjoOT
@Occ4LifeLtd I think an opportunity is showing our inclusivity in daily practice by the behaviours we exhibit, our language and also how we train our future Occupational
Therapists too #OTalk

Rachael (she/her) %% @RachaelD_OT
@Occ4LifeLtd One of the barriers I encounter is the attitude of ‘why does it matter?’ Unfortunately, I think there are still many people who do not believe that there is a
diversity issue within #OccupationalTherapy or that are aware there is but are not concerned by it #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@Occ4LifeLtd Tweet unavailable. #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Occ4LifeLtd I also imagine a massive barrier is not knowing what to say, how to say it and fear of being wrong and criticised! For a big mouth like me, this is just
another opportunity to learn to get it right! #OTalk

Melissa chieza @melissa_chieza
RT @GeorgiaVineOT: @Occ4LifeLtd The opportunity such to take part in these talks has been great #nothingaboutuswithoutus but it can be ment…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Agree that there is good pockets of input but would love to see how this can be better shared/disseminated throughout the profession - whilst also recognising that we
aren’t alone and are part of larger systems, eg. Health/social care etc. #otalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@OTalk_ Julia Scott defining OT as bringing joy to all. How does that sit for me as a white OT working with largely young blackmen? Feels very colonial!! Is my role to
bring joy to poor disadvantaged black boys? Professionally alienates me working in a tough multicultural area #Otalk
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Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@Occ4LifeLtd Personally in the last year as a result of opening up about my own challenges as a deaf OT I have had so many opportunities to raise awareness and
make changes. We need more voices within our profession. #OTalk

Andrew Bates @AndrewBatesOT
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT Little progress. The ratio of "discussions had" VS. "change made" is disappointing, to say the least. It's wonderful to see what our members
are doing, unfortunately continuously let down by our governing body. #OTalk

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
#OTalk @OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd as for students the (more) online learning opened opportunities to get in contact with other students easier.

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@AsmaIrshad15 Great. Don’t forget to include #otalk in your tweets so everyone can see.

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @rachelineson: @Occ4LifeLtd I have thought long & hard about who we are & the structures & processes which have formulated occupational…

Cassandra @Cass_OT__
@SPOTeurope @OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd Agreed! For us it became easier to share knowledge and expand our network #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Cass_OT__: @SPOTeurope @OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd Agreed! For us it became easier to share knowledge and expand our network #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @AndrewBatesOT: @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT Little progress. The ratio of "discussions had" VS. "change made" is disappointing, to say the lea…

Rachael (she/her) %% @RachaelD_OT
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT I was upset & frustrated with @theRCOT earlier this year when they released a blanket statement about #LGBTHistoryMonth but actually
appeared to have nothing planned. It was only when this was raised that blogs were then posted #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @OTalk_ Julia Scott defining OT as bringing joy to all. How does that sit for me as a white OT working with largely young…

Cassandra @Cass_OT__
@SPOTeurope @OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd A barrier however is the fact that you didn’t get to see everyone ‘live’. Meetings in personal are more emotionally connecting in
my opinion #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RachaelD_OT: @Occ4LifeLtd One of the barriers I encounter is the attitude of ‘why does it matter?’ Unfortunately, I think there are sti…

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Occ4LifeLtd I am hoping the appointment of @SteveGFord may breathe some fresh air and new opportunities for us to do better. No pressure Steve!!! #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@sarahjoOT @Occ4LifeLtd One question though @sarahjoOT - does diverse representation also extend to the student body and staff? Informal input from our students
gives the impression that our promotional material didn't matter as much as academic staff diversity representation. #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
For example the OTs within health and social care /education struggling with #longcovid (that they may have caught at work) and feeling like they are getting little support
from employers/unions etc. #otalk

John Gates @GatesPhysio
RT @ais_d: @Occ4LifeLtd When i was interviewing I made sure there was a diverse panel doing the interviews. A colleague of mine in a "what…

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@SteveGFord @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT #OTalk thanks @SteveGFord that is very good to know ,

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RachaelD_OT @Occ4LifeLtd And in the USA, we also deal with divide between OT's and OTA's. OTA's have to battle hard to have representation in AOTA leadership!
#otalk

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT There seems to be some talk about it but not sure what action there has been - it certainly isn't filtering down. #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
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@sarahjoOT @Occ4LifeLtd As in, it was academic staff demographics the students saw at Selection Days that mattered more, and not necessarily the promotional
materials. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@smileyfacehalo @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT sure is a surprise today that I can join a pretty full chat! #otalk https://t.co/PL04MLl65x

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Definitely it’s why I think we should have this discussion here annually (at a minimum) to make sure things are being acted on and maintained. #otalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@melissa_chieza @Occ4LifeLtd @OTalk_ Ayyyeee, I like online communities I don’t know if you knew that - #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @BillWongOT: @Occ4LifeLtd A1 (cont.) I also shared DEI data on AOTA elections and appointed positions data to US BIPOC/BAME OT community…

Cassandra @Cass_OT__
@RachaelD_OT @BillWongOT @Occ4LifeLtd I also believe some are afraid to talk about it #otalk

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT #otalk we have a lot more work to do. EDI representation, conversations and communities need to be active, vibrant, supportive and
educational places. Not just a statement on a website.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @TokunboTweetz: @Occ4LifeLtd I also imagine a massive barrier is not knowing what to say, how to say it and fear of being wrong and crit…

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@Murphlemurph @Occ4LifeLtd I'll do my best!! To be fair - in my recruitment process, candidates were asked to present on strategies to increase diversity. So clearly a
top priority #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
I can’t help but feel it would have been good to know about more of these things as they happened. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @GeorgiaVineOT: @Occ4LifeLtd The opportunity such to take part in these talks has been great #nothingaboutuswithoutus but it can be ment…

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Occ4LifeLtd We have the opportunity to unite around the need for more ethnic diversity, and when we get that right as priority I'd like us to take the opportunity to
consider social class too! #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@Occ4LifeLtd I think it's great @SteveGFord is here and listening. :) great work #OTalk team - you are major influence and a force to be reckoned with in our profession.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @smileyfacehalo: @Occ4LifeLtd Q1. #otalk was a digital allie for a friend who did a fab #LGBTQIA+ quote for rcot, then I started looking…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @LecturerMish: @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT Well #OTalk the profession has statements in the UK, lots of statements, just waiting for the actio…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @ais_d: @Occ4LifeLtd When i was interviewing I made sure there was a diverse panel doing the interviews. A colleague of mine in a "what…

LecturerMish # $ % & "# $ % & " '' She/Her @LecturerMish
@Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk Hmm... Barriers: @theRCOT, @Conservatives, lack of #OccupationalTherapy literature & data Opportunities: the curiosity motivation cameraderie
& collective collaboration of occupational therapy clinicians educators & students across the globe #Ubuntu #StrongerTogether

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @sarahjoOT: @Occ4LifeLtd I also think challenging the traditionally perceived class barriers around OT and Higher education is important…

Angela Yeomans @AngelaYeOT
@Occ4LifeLtd Agreed #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
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RT @Murphlemurph: @OTalk_ I think was incredibly disappointing that on OT week with diversity theme they highlighted that they had position…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @ot_sadie: @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT #otalk I think there’s been recognition that there is a huge problem with the lack of diversity in OT a…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Half way through tonights #OTalk eith @Occ4LifeLtd (

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
5) What opportunities are coming next 6) What should we pledge to do by May 2022? 7) And how do we get there (practical steps) #otalk (putting these three together
and I’d love to see coalitions of activists forming from the ideas).

Cassandra @Cass_OT__
RT @Murphlemurph: @OTalk_ I think was incredibly disappointing that on OT week with diversity theme they highlighted that they had position…

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk A barrier is the belief that talking about EDI, tweeting about it & setting up working groups to develop policies is enough as it ticks the EDI box. It
will only be enough when things change.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
And another A1 I forgot- I am planning to produce 2 TEDx talks from underrepresented perspectives in OT this year. I can't hold myself back using the T word any more...
lol! #otalk https://t.co/FJ09nzLQwL

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Great point. I’d love us to get into the practical nitty gritty a bit more tonight. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @LecturerMish: @Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk Hmm... Barriers: @theRCOT, @Conservatives, lack of #OccupationalTherapy literature & data Opportunit…

Melissa chieza @melissa_chieza
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: 5) What opportunities are coming next 6) What should we pledge to do by May 2022? 7) And how do we get there (practical st…

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@RachaelD_OT @Occ4LifeLtd Apathy!!! It is so hard as a deaf person to come across this on a daily basis. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RobW_OT: @Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk A barrier is the belief that talking about EDI, tweeting about it & setting up working groups to develop p…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Yes. Be the change you want to see #otalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@teohjouyin @Occ4LifeLtd Agreed on your second point. I love this sense of community and want it to be a real feature of @theRCOT moving forward. Power to 

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: 5) What opportunities are coming next 6) What should we pledge to do by May 2022? 7) And how do we get there (practical st…

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @RobW_OT: @Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk A barrier is the belief that talking about EDI, tweeting about it & setting up working groups to develop p…

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@teohjouyin @Occ4LifeLtd usually white middle class backgrounds. Very subtle but interesting process to notice #OTalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @RachaelD_OT: @Occ4LifeLtd One of the barriers I encounter is the attitude of ‘why does it matter?’ Unfortunately, I think there are sti…

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
@Occ4LifeLtd Much focus on barriers... Opportunities also plentiful and grateful to OT and AHP Twitter communities for creating opportunities for discussion, learning,
connection, solidarity @BAMEOTUK @csplgbtqia @LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
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@Occ4LifeLtd A5. TEDx would be my answer. We will have the first black occupational therapy practitioner or student on TEDx... after its inception 12 years later. 

Jen scott @Jen0Scott
@SteveGFord @Murphlemurph @Occ4LifeLtd That's great to hear. I'm guessing you had some good strategies and we're therefore offered the job! That's great! 

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk An opportunity over the last 12 months has been to development of digital / virtual ways of working. So easy to learn about the challenges others
face through podcasts, webinars etc. No excuse not to educate ourselves from the lived experiences of others.

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@Occ4LifeLtd A significant barrier is the high chances of backlash for engaging in this sort of work (especially for people like me, some others probably have less at risk).
Still v much present. Opportunity? People in the UK have freedom of speech and protected characteristics. ;) #OTalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
RT @teohjouyin: Thank you yes it is very much driven by the likes of groups like @BAMEOTUK and @LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@SteveGFord @Occ4LifeLtd Great that self awareness is there. Really good to hear. Look forward to seeing how things progress #OTalk

Sarah Fletcher-Shaw @sarahjoOT
@teohjouyin @Occ4LifeLtd That feedback is very interesting. I am the admissions tutor- I do most open days & college visits, I am a white woman. Tutors that represent
the other health care courses are from BAME backgrounds. And of course some aspects of diversity are not visible? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Occ4LifeLtd A6. I am going to make it a 2022 goal- I will produce a TEDx talk by a Latina/Latino OT student or practitioner. I think that has only happened once, but in
Spanish. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Agree that conversations only take us so far. I’m going to do a poll in an attached tweets to check some things out #otalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
@Occ4LifeLtd On that note… a ‘save the date’ for you all… We will be hosting a launch event on 14/06/21 at 7pm. A chance for you to get to know some of the people
behind the account & tell us what matters to you & what you want to see from #LGBTQIAOT. More info to come shortly . #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RobW_OT: @Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk An opportunity over the last 12 months has been to development of digital / virtual ways of working. So ea…

LecturerMish # $ % & "# $ % & " '' She/Her @LecturerMish
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT #OTalk (cont.) 6) @BAMEOTUK podcasts too 11 so far 7) contributed to 2 chapters in the UK policy #HEI #antiracism roadmap, waiting for
publishing 8) getting another book top secret 9) convene affinity groups x2 10) convene a special interest group #decolonising OT #curriculum

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 5, 6 & 7 #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
How many of you have had an open conversation about race in your workplaces? #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
How many of you have had an open conversation about ableism/disability in your workplaces? #otalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: How many of you have had an open conversation about ableism/disability in your workplaces? #otalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: How many of you have had an open conversation about race in your workplaces? #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
How many of you have had an open conversation about sexuality in your workplaces? #otalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@Occ4LifeLtd There are excellent groups such as @BAMEOTUK & @LGBTQIAOTUK but we need one for disabled OT (if there is one , let me know) and we all need to
work together collectively to drive changes forward #OTalk

LecturerMish # $ % & "# $ % & " '' She/Her @LecturerMish
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RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: @Occ4LifeLtd On that note… a ‘save the date’ for you all… We will be hosting a launch event on 14/06/21 at 7pm. A chance f…

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@smileyfacehalo @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT #OTalk Totally agree!

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@AndrewBatesOT @Occ4LifeLtd I wouldn't say I've nailed this. I am in North London so diversity should not be difficult to achieve! I only have a few pointers that I'd be
happy to share from personal experience. @anita_atwal is doing more comprehensive work in this area #OTalk

Sherlyn ) ⭐) ⭐ @sherlynmelody
@Occ4LifeLtd #otalk joined @BAMEOTUK and promoted positive black images of occupational therapy #useofself

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@Occ4LifeLtd We need to take this further! I have a few ideas regarding blogs I’d love to put a conversation blog on NSTP. I certainly question practice more than I did
and I will continue this. #OTalk

Andrew Bates @AndrewBatesOT
@Occ4LifeLtd Barriers: work being left to the clinicians, students and educators clinging on during a pandemic. Opportunities: the willingness of our members to discuss,
share, listen, learn, challenge and instigate change. #OTalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: Agree that conversations only take us so far. I’m going to do a poll in an attached tweets to check some things out #otalk…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
How many of you have had an open conversation about gender diversity (including trans and non binary identities) in your workplaces? #otalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: How many of you have had an open conversation about sexuality in your workplaces? #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: @Occ4LifeLtd On that note… a ‘save the date’ for you all… We will be hosting a launch event on 14/06/21 at 7pm. A chance f…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Occ4LifeLtd A7. My most direct answer is- I already have a TEDxLive license on hand. This year's TEDxWomen is pending. Next year I will hope to run the gauntlet of
having the licenses for TEDxLive, TEDxCountdown, and TEDxWomen again! #otalk

Hayley Samantha AHP Lead @hsbannister
RT @OTalk_: Its 8pm which means its #OTalk time. Tonight our topic is about improving representation in OT. Our host for the evening is @Oc…

Jen scott @Jen0Scott
@RobW_OT @Occ4LifeLtd Some excellent videos out there from @AHPLeader. I've learned a lot. #OTalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: How many of you have had an open conversation about gender diversity (including trans and non binary identities) in your w…

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@sarahjoOT @Occ4LifeLtd That's why having visibility is important and race is often the most neglected aspect in the UK. I've seen plenty of diversity panels which are
many shades of white. Surely whatever aspects of diversity white people have, people of colour will have too? #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Occ4LifeLtd Not fully. But I was satisfied that I didn't let it pass nevertheless, and I am confident it would have provoked thought. Ive realised not wanting to appear
difficult is not a reason for silence #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
I am naughty in letting the T-word fly today... lol! #otalk https://t.co/1tCxhYLyyc

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@SusanGriffiths5 @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk

Clarissa #BlackLivesMatter @GeekyOT
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: @Occ4LifeLtd On that note… a ‘save the date’ for you all… We will be hosting a launch event on 14/06/21 at 7pm. A chance f…
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OT~whatsyourfocus @farrah_money
@Occ4LifeLtd #otalk I have found myself starting with the basics. Talking to the people closest to me, opening up discussions surrounding diversity of all forms to learn
how others think, feel and act when asked directly what they think. I’ve learnt a surprising amount

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @farrah_money: @Occ4LifeLtd #otalk I have found myself starting with the basics. Talking to the people closest to me, opening up discuss…

Sarah Fletcher-Shaw @sarahjoOT
@teohjouyin @Occ4LifeLtd Yes very much so. #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
How many of you have seen process/policy or practice change regarding race/racism in your workplaces? #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @teohjouyin: @sarahjoOT @Occ4LifeLtd That's why having visibility is important and race is often the most neglected aspect in the UK. I'…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Jen0Scott: @RobW_OT @Occ4LifeLtd Some excellent videos out there from @AHPLeader. I've learned a lot. #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
How many of you have seen process/policy or practice change regarding ableism/disability in your workplaces? #otalk

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist %%❤❤ 00 @musedNeuroOT
@LGBTQIAOTUK @Occ4LifeLtd @ObanPride will be posting about organisations and individuals on our social media during #PrideMonth Perhaps we can add
@LGBTQIAOTUK to the list? #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
How many of you have seen process/policy or practice change regarding sexuality in your workplaces? #otalk

Jen scott @Jen0Scott
@LGBTQIAOTUK @Occ4LifeLtd Looking forward to it! #OTalk

Jen scott @Jen0Scott
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: @Occ4LifeLtd On that note… a ‘save the date’ for you all… We will be hosting a launch event on 14/06/21 at 7pm. A chance f…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
How many of you have seen process/policy or practice change regarding gender and gender identity in your workplaces? #otalk

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
Echo this. And definitely acknowledge that notion of being authentic selves unconsciously as giving others permission... space... freedom... to do so too? Utterly grateful
for others' visibility, for connection and community... @LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk

#HelloMyNameIs Sadie @ot_sadie
@Occ4LifeLtd #otalk 6 continue with uncomfortable conversations and commitment to anti-racism; Make anti-racist reading part of essential reading for unis; Provide
opportunities whilst properly supporting people to do so etc.

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Occ4LifeLtd Perhaps a national conference that truely aims to promote EDI by amplifying the the voices of those within the profession from diverse backgrounds so
they could be offered an opportunity to share lived experiences. I’m #OTalk ing about students, assistants, clinicians, service /1

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @ot_sadie: @Occ4LifeLtd #otalk 6 continue with uncomfortable conversations and commitment to anti-racism; Make anti-racist reading part…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Important to check in with colleagues that are driving this work - and share the load. #otalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@Jen0Scott @Occ4LifeLtd @AHPLeader #OTalk I am a great fan of @AHPLeader & also @LecturerMish their youtube podcast discussions are outstanding 1

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@Occ4LifeLtd I still have more creative thinking to do on this! #OTalk

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
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@Occ4LifeLtd 4. Opportunities #otalk create focus groups on EDI conversations on how we can grow as a profession, hold events, actively celebrate, actively participate
and identify / speak up/ highlight when we find barriers as they can be everywhere

Rachel Ineson @rachelineson
@Occ4LifeLtd I think a barrier is reaching & engaging with the silent majority of OTs. The turn-out of the recent @RCOT elections? 10%-ish?? I'm not sure that OT News
is quite cutting it .... #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Occ4LifeLtd Does this include any kind of volunteer leadership stuff we are involved in OT? #otalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@GeorgiaVineOT @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK Let’s start the ball rolling. Who would be interested? I can send a DM to you all so we can start a
conversation and maybe @BAMEOTUK and @LGBTQIAOTUK can share some tips on how to it started #OTalk

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: Important to check in with colleagues that are driving this work - and share the load. #otalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @GeorgiaVineOT @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK Let’s start the ball rolling. Who would be interested? I can send a…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@rachelineson @Occ4LifeLtd @rcot That's still DOUBLE of recent AOTA elections! #otalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@AndrewBatesOT @Occ4LifeLtd Great stuff @AndrewBatesOT proud of you! #OTalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
@SusanGriffiths5 @GeorgiaVineOT @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK Will that include neurodivergence? :) #OTalk

D.Lafayette @DLafayette411
@Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@SusanGriffiths5 @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK Yes do it, do it, do it! You know I'm in #OTalk

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
@SusanGriffiths5 @GeorgiaVineOT @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK Our DMs are always open #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @GeorgiaVineOT @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK Let’s start the ball rolling. Who would be interested? I can send a…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
This. If it is happening. We aren’t seeing it and it causes frustration and stagnation. Keep sharing good practice/progress. Please always feel free to tag me in stuff and I
will happily share. Maybe @theRCOT @SteveGFord could do a weekly tweet that people submit? #otalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Occ4LifeLtd users. I’m also #OTalk ing about a conference that is accessible to those from diverse backgrounds. Knowing that clinicians from diverse backgrounds are
more likely to be in lower bandings, a *virtual* conference at £100-£200 Is inaccessible! I’d pledge to participate in that!/2

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @RobW_OT: @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT #OTalk Disappointing tbh. Remember, It was halfway through #lgbthm21 before @theRCOT took any real actio…

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @TokunboTweetz: @Occ4LifeLtd users. I’m also #OTalk ing about a conference that is accessible to those from diverse backgrounds. Knowing…

Cassandra @Cass_OT__
@BillWongOT @Occ4LifeLtd Good question Bill! #otalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@CeeCeeOT @GeorgiaVineOT @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK Absolutely #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
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Definitely classism is another ism we need to challenge. #otalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@Occ4LifeLtd Maybe poll needs to consider timeline though? My workplace has plenty of LGBTQIA+ inclusive initiatives years before because we got serious about
race. So I'm not sure how to answer this question. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Cass_OT__ @Occ4LifeLtd If the policies of our professional associations don't change much, that is not helping either IMO. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Definitely I was thinking the same. #otalk.

Anne Addison @AnneAddisonOT
@CeeCeeOT @SusanGriffiths5 @GeorgiaVineOT @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK And long term mental health conditions? #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Occ4LifeLtd Every opportunity! #OTalk working with children and young people, this is CRUCIAL!

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@RobW_OT @GeorgiaVineOT @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK @cspdisability Thank you. I will check them out and drop them a DM #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @Occ4LifeLtd I think someone already mentioned it but one of the main barrier is the lack of diversity within the prof…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @DLafayette411: @Occ4LifeLtd @CeeCeeOT @theRCOT #OTalk The profession has 'reacted' to the increased focus on the lack of diversity in t…

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@AnneAddisonOT @CeeCeeOT @GeorgiaVineOT @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK Of course #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Occ4LifeLtd @ot_bay is arranging a fantastic line up of speakers for a global summit in August #DisruptOT I plan to support and it would be great if people could sign
up so we can keep talking and moving things forward. That my commitment for now & poss a conference presentation 2 #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@Occ4LifeLtd Miniscule. Supporting students to report racism has been quite challenging. #OTalk - I don't know how to answer this question as it's not yet a clear cut
yes. Still in very early stages, but a lot of effort from BAME members of the workplace community already put in.

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @smileyfacehalo: @Occ4LifeLtd Q1. #otalk was a digital allie for a friend who did a fab #LGBTQIA+ quote for rcot, then I started looking…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@rachelineson @Occ4LifeLtd @rcot FYI- AOTA elections have a turnout ranging from 3-7%. This year is under 5 again. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @LecturerMish: @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT Well #OTalk the profession has statements in the UK, lots of statements, just waiting for the actio…

LecturerMish # $ % & "# $ % & " '' She/Her @LecturerMish
@Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk Opportunities coming up 1) Finish full draft of the book top secret 2) #antiracism #antidscrimination & decolonising annual event with @theRCOT
(outside of conference)? What do you say @KarinBishopRCOT & @SteveGFord? 3) will be presenting to @thecsp inclusivity network

Andrew Bates @AndrewBatesOT
@Occ4LifeLtd @thakaria_rita @YasminMahmood2 @SheilaPearce5 have been absolutely intrinsic in bringing about change across all areas within @CLCHNHSTrust
3  They've been a constant source of inspiration for me throughout the last year #OTalk

Louis %% @LouisP_OT
@Occ4LifeLtd As a student I’ve found the lack of diversity in teaching staff to be particularly frustrating. Our patients are endlessly diverse and our educators should
reflect that! I want to learn from a knowledge base of experience from people in all walks of life, cultures etc #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@Occ4LifeLtd But yeah, practice change definitely thanks to my visionary OT line managers who helped pave the way. #OTalk
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Anne Addison @AnneAddisonOT
@SusanGriffiths5 @CeeCeeOT @GeorgiaVineOT @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK Then count me in #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Cass_OT__ @Occ4LifeLtd @SPOTeurope and then with education, it starts with recruitment! In US, some states are worse than others. #otalk

Sarah Fletcher-Shaw @sarahjoOT
@Occ4LifeLtd I agree- it’s talked about so little. Judgment of accents, backgrounds, and financial circumstances to name but a few #OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@AnneAddisonOT @CeeCeeOT @GeorgiaVineOT @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK Brilliant #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz @Occ4LifeLtd Have a look at @ot_bay s page re #DisruptOT summit #OTalk

Sherlyn ) ⭐) ⭐ @sherlynmelody
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT #otalk @lim_hean @KalimahOT on the board! Some BAME representation. Not had time to read update!

D.Lafayette @DLafayette411
@Occ4LifeLtd Opportunities: 1) Black OT colleagues networking + utilising collective influence; 2) White OT colleagues genuinely invested in allyship; 3) Socially
informed and empowered pre-reg students on the threshold of entering the profession. #OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@CeeCeeOT @AnneAddisonOT @GeorgiaVineOT @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK Great, expect a DM from me soon #OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@LecturerMish @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT @KarinBishopRCOT @thecsp yes re point 2 - we shd definitely talk about it #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
I have to say I have been very impressed with our physio colleagues who have been extremely proactive on lots of things - interested to know whether this was top down
led or diversity led (I’m honestly not sure so this is an honest question) #otalk

LecturerMish # $ % & "# $ % & " '' She/Her @LecturerMish
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT @KarinBishopRCOT @SteveGFord @thecsp #OTalk Pledge - Actions to disrupt #WhiteSupremacy & #racism in the #OccupationalTherapy
profession that continues to recycle the status quo of #race & health #inequality Need ethnoreltive occupational therapy services for #equity

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@LouisP_OT @Occ4LifeLtd Teaching staff and text books alike. It’s really a shame #OTalk

Andrew Bates @AndrewBatesOT
@SusanGriffiths5 @GeorgiaVineOT @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK Would be happy to discuss on behalf of @LGBTQIAOTUK - check out
@cspdisability as well! #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Agree. The narratives are out there now. Time to act on them. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @sarahjoOT: @Occ4LifeLtd I think an opportunity is showing our inclusivity in daily practice by the behaviours we exhibit, our language…

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: Agree. The narratives are out there now. Time to act on them. #otalk

LecturerMish # $ % & "# $ % & " '' She/Her @LecturerMish
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT @KarinBishopRCOT @SteveGFord @thecsp #OTalk Spelling correction #ethnorelative

#OTalk @OTalk_
Into our last 10 minutes of tonights #OTalk. Any final thoughts or take home messages @Occ4LifeLtd

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@AndrewBatesOT @Occ4LifeLtd @anita_atwal Ahh, you're in Hackney Andrew? Shouldn't be too difficult there either, though the demographic is of course shifting!
#OTalk
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Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@AndrewBatesOT @GeorgiaVineOT @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK @cspdisability Thank you #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@TokunboTweetz @LouisP_OT @Occ4LifeLtd textbook wise- the direct way in is to offer constructive opinions to editors and propose solutions. I did that for AOTA's
Autism Across the Lifespan book and it made a HUGE difference. #otalk

Wendy Foo @wendy_foo_
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT @SteveGFord Could we use the existing #smallchangebigimpact campaign or create a new hashtag? #otalk

Mari Ward @MariWardahp
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT As a profession we seem to fall behind in many aspects. Small pockets of discussion with little action #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Occ4LifeLtd I think @OTDiversity is doing great work in USA. Many OT/OTA programs have their own chapters now. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
It might help to share this model with people (and it applies to anti other things too). Help people identify their zone and create opportunities to move into the next. 
https://t.co/jE5CwST85S

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
This. Totally. I just presented in a @PHE_uk conference today - bigger than #RCOT2021 - which didn't cost me money to present. It was great, I made new friends - and
topics (in my session) were diverse! Can we have a @theRCOT virtual conference like this @SteveGFord ? :D

Sarah Fletcher-Shaw @sarahjoOT
@OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd I also think we need to understand and be more inclusive of neurodiveristy too #OTalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
@OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd We also need more research that explores OT and ethnicity, disability, sexuality and class within staff, students and client groups #OTalk
#ResearchActive #HealthInequality

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
Hand power to communities anchor occupational therapy in the community .

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Murphlemurph @Occ4LifeLtd @ot_bay The fact I haven’t seen this is a shame. I imagine one fed up and inspirational individual (s) has arranged this. I guess this is
the expectation from our professional body! #OTalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@Occ4LifeLtd I think maybe diversity led initially but not 100% sure of that #OTalk

Andrew Bates @AndrewBatesOT
@Murphlemurph @Occ4LifeLtd @anita_atwal Live in Hackney, work in North Westminster for CLCH! We have a very diverse team, but always room for challenging our
'status quo' and seeing how we can become MORE inclusive. Something I've tried to do recently is share our vacancies with @BAMEOTUK and @LGBTQIAOTUK
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@sherlynmelody @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT @lim_hean @KalimahOT In AOTA, Adrianne Smiley and I were selected as members of the Volunteer Leadership
Development Committee in AOTA last summer. Given that it is one of the vital committees in AOTA, this is also huge. #otalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
@sarahjoOT @OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd Big time! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @LouisP_OT: @Occ4LifeLtd As a student I’ve found the lack of diversity in teaching staff to be particularly frustrating. Our patients ar…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
I am many many tweets back but I trust you are all having great conversations and making links to move things forward. Does anyone have any questions to ask to help
them move zone - from fear to learning to evolving? #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@LouisP_OT @Occ4LifeLtd you will find my MSOT program a dream. We have pretty diverse faculty! #otalk

Sherlyn ) ⭐) ⭐ @sherlynmelody
@Occ4LifeLtd #otalk conscious bias/is that racism 4 ignorance. Unconscious bias. Lack of value of being diverse. #Barriers @BAMEOTUK #antiracism
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@SusanGriffiths5 #ableism @OT_rach..........some of #opportunites

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Great point. I think I’ve come to a realisation that making mistakes is part of learning. #otalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@LouisP_OT @Occ4LifeLtd Brilliant! Learning the know-how is invaluable but this is not typically shared widely #OTalk

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
Absolutely. Affinity groups still not recognised by @rcot . But willing to use outcomes achieved by affinity groups who receive no funding . A recent ally has been
@ElizabethCasso1 . Who seem to have a strategy and ethos of Elizabeth guiding their work

LecturerMish # $ % & "# $ % & " '' She/Her @LecturerMish
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT @KarinBishopRCOT @SteveGFord @thecsp #OTalk Practical steps - Before you decide to do any change actions for #antiracism
#antidiscrimination & #antioppression you have to unlearn your contribution to this & educate self Only then you can authentically collaborate collectively toward change
#Ubuntu #StrongerTogether

Melissa chieza @melissa_chieza
RT @TokunboTweetz: @Occ4LifeLtd users. I’m also #OTalk ing about a conference that is accessible to those from diverse backgrounds. Knowing…

Jen scott @Jen0Scott
@Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk. @uksltpride is also making good headway in raising awareness and supporting SLTs

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
Yes a more intersectional approach. It's like people don't realise there are OTs of colour who have other protected characteristics, who are also @LGBTQIAOTUK
are disabled, etc. #OTalk hope to do this with the coming group of MSc supervisees.

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @Occ4LifeLtd Personally in the last year as a result of opening up about my own challenges as a deaf OT I have had so…

Rachael (she/her) %% @RachaelD_OT
@OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd Change still very much seems to be a bottom-up approach. Most (if not all) of the ‘action’ is happening at student, practitioner & educator level. I
know that is definitely true for @LGBTQIAOTUK. It would be nice if as a profession we could reach an even keel #OTalk

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
Absolutely. I know @BAMEOTUK & early @LGBTQIAOTUK are valuable networks for members & allies alike, but going forward we need to work together re:
intersection of experiences and ongoing impact of such. People are complex, experiences intertwine, impact amplifies #OTalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk Loving this model! Thanks for sharing

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @teohjouyin: Yes a more intersectional approach. It's like people don't realise there are OTs of colour who have other protected charact…

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz @Occ4LifeLtd @ot_bay Sheila is an American OT of Asian origin. She has done an amazing bit of grass roots organising with fantastic panelists from
around the world. She has enlisted lots of support from others. I've volunteered for a small role. Self organising brings something else to table #OTalk

Jen scott @Jen0Scott
@Occ4LifeLtd @uksltpride Again I think, led by members rather than from the top #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Occ4LifeLtd Not seen this before, brilliant! 5 5 #OTalk

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
There is no right or wrong . But I have learnt how to talk to different people to get outcomes I want . I also am very straight talking !!!!

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Occ4LifeLtd I know in AOTA, having minorities stepping up to get involved in different roles (big and small) can be a start. I know for me- getting involved in AOTA's
Autism Community of Practice and being a cog in it is a start. #otalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@anita_atwal @rcot @ElizabethCasso1 Yes, really impressed by @ElizabethCasso1 's work so far. I felt very hopeful observing their actions following the new strategic
intentions. #OTalk
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Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
RT @AndrewBatesOT: @Murphlemurph @Occ4LifeLtd @anita_atwal Live in Hackney, work in North Westminster for CLCH! We have a very diverse team…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
The pandemic has opened up so many opportunities as well as the challenges. I do think people are tired which is why we need sessions talking to individuals that will
boost us forward again #otalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: It might help to share this model with people (and it applies to anti other things too). Help people identify their zone a…

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
I think we were in sync with tweets re: need for intersectional approach @teohjouyin #OTalk

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: I agree Susan. Definitely seems to be a case mostly of ‘interested parties’ driving change. Would love to see much more to…

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: Definitely classism is another ism we need to challenge. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Yes we need a big in person event when things are safe #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
#otalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@KwakuOT @Occ4LifeLtd @ot_bay You have done a fantastic job over the past year. The fact I simply assumed this talk would be led by you says it all! Just been to
anon OT event where we said which black person has most influenced us over past year. All big names (Martin Luther etc) & someone said you 6 #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @SteveGFord: @Murphlemurph @Occ4LifeLtd I'll do my best!! To be fair - in my recruitment process, candidates were asked to present on st…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @teohjouyin: @sarahjoOT @Occ4LifeLtd One question though @sarahjoOT - does diverse representation also extend to the student body and st…

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
@OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd Definitely struggling to keep up... My thoughts and take homes may take a good while, and actually so they should! #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
Yes, making mistakes is part of the learning, but so is acknowledging mistakes and taking proactive action to do better. As @DaveThomasOT says, show us the receipts.
Too many people hiding behind making mistakes as part of learning as an excuse not to do things differently #OTalk

Sherlyn ) ⭐) ⭐ @sherlynmelody
@Occ4LifeLtd #otalk #5 I’m sure the agenda is with @theRCOT for what’s coming next. #6 #OTAction2022 @c__greenlaw see https://t.co/nBDko0bcjl

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@teohjouyin @sarahjoOT Agree. We need to look at internal progression into leadership, lecturing and research and also how we support students to stay on
programmes. #otalk

Kwaku Agyemang @KwakuOT
@TokunboTweetz @Murphlemurph @Occ4LifeLtd @ot_bay To be fair, @ot_bay is based in the US that is why you probably haven’t heard of the event as yet...she has
been putting in the hard yards to promote diversity and equity! I am really impressed with her work ethic and values. Defo give her a follow if you aren’t already. 

#OTalk @OTalk_
Well thats our official #OTalk hour up. Please do keep chatting as we dont grab the chat transcript for another few days. Thanks to @Occ4LifeLtd For being our host
tonight.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Occ4LifeLtd @teohjouyin @sarahjoOT and speaking of leadership, we should make efforts to invite BAME speakers to talk about leadership in OT classrooms. 

Rhiannon Ashbourne @OT_Rhiannon
@Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk I always educate myself through online platforms, twitter, YouTube etc. Also attended a webinar regarding different faiths and how us as OTs can
support different communities whilst being mindful of culture, religion, etc. Such an important topic

Louis %% @LouisP_OT
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@Occ4LifeLtd 7 - Opportunity to choose to become more active in tackling diversity in our own personal contexts. Attending events, talks etc is important but ACTION is
key. So, challenge something in a meeting, amplify the voices of others, acknowledge and respect difference #OTalk

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
RT @teohjouyin: Yes a more intersectional approach. It's like people don't realise there are OTs of colour who have other protected charact…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Thank you all. That hour has flown by. I’m still working through. My DMs are always open. Keep up the momentum and I hope our discussions 2022 is a celebration of
practical progress #otalk Don’t forget the @LGBTQIAOTUK launch on 14th (& it seems like disability grp will follow)

Andrew Bates @AndrewBatesOT
@Occ4LifeLtd Ongoing discussion, networking and solidarity. Wonderful to see the work of @BAMEOTUK and excited for @LGBTQIAOTUK next steps (eyes peeled
June 14th!) Would like to see a Disability Network and integrated approach to enabling change (hopefully with @theRCOT backing). #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@hspenceruk Still have to be careful about intersectionality though as it has been co-opted and can be used in oppressive ways. Need to combine with anti-oppression
lens and approaches. #OTalk https://t.co/7PTwQuM9le

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @BillWongOT: @RachaelD_OT @Occ4LifeLtd And in the USA, we also deal with divide between OT's and OTA's. OTA's have to battle hard to hav…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Occ4LifeLtd well- FYI AOTA is moving towards hybrid even when things are safe. #otalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Occ4LifeLtd Black. Female. Dyslexic. Dyspraxic. OT (being the only one in my service)... the list goes on #OTalk

Sarah Fletcher-Shaw @sarahjoOT
@teohjouyin @Occ4LifeLtd I’d also be really interested to hear how much the demographics of the current student representatives at open days mattered to applicants
too if you have any feedback? And anything else you had feedback on that would help improve our approaches #OTalk

Sarah Fletcher-Shaw @sarahjoOT
@BillWongOT @Occ4LifeLtd @teohjouyin Definitely! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@LouisP_OT @Occ4LifeLtd At least half of the MSOT program faculty are BAME/BIPOC. #otalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@Occ4LifeLtd @LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk Thanks for leading this great discussion. Much to reflect on.

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @Cass_OT__: @RachaelD_OT @BillWongOT @Occ4LifeLtd I also believe some are afraid to talk about it #otalk

Kwaku Agyemang @KwakuOT
7 7 7 7 7 ...Me???????? No Way! Wow! You Gotta Tell Me Who Said This So I Can Make Sure That It Wasn’t My Mum... 8 - 9

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @smileyfacehalo: @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT #otalk we have a lot more work to do. EDI representation, conversations and communities need to…

Sarah Fletcher-Shaw @sarahjoOT
@Occ4LifeLtd @teohjouyin Very much agree #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@BillWongOT @Occ4LifeLtd @sarahjoOT I don't necessarily think we need to invite them to talk about leadership per se, but we should invite them as leaders in their
own fields and areas of practice. My students get exposure to diverse panels of OT leaders regularly throughout their studies. #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Occ4LifeLtd @LGBTQIAOTUK Let’s do this again! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@sarahjoOT @Occ4LifeLtd @teohjouyin My door is always open even though I am US based. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
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RT @Murphlemurph: @Occ4LifeLtd We have the opportunity to unite around the need for more ethnic diversity, and when we get that right as pr…

LecturerMish # $ % & "# $ % & " '' She/Her @LecturerMish
@Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT @BAMEOTUK #OTalk (cont.) 11) How could I forget 2x abstracts accepted #RCOT2021 conference after 26 years in the profession

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@sarahjoOT @Occ4LifeLtd Yeah let's set up time for a call one of these days. Will email you? #OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd Brilliant chat @Occ4LifeLtd, thank you for hosting. Let make this an annual chat to keep this on the agenda for everyone #OTalk

Andrew Bates @AndrewBatesOT
@Murphlemurph @Occ4LifeLtd @anita_atwal @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK & will continue to do so on behalf of @CYPOT_CLCH and my DMs are ALWAYS open
to those with protected characteristics who would like to know more about our service and upcoming job opportunities #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@Murphlemurph I do highly recommend What White People Should Do Next which talks about coalitions for change that benefits all groups #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@teohjouyin @Occ4LifeLtd @sarahjoOT well- tracking the evidence of such efforts will be needed for RCOT. Baseline should be established so that it can know what
needs to be done. #otalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
@teohjouyin @LGBTQIAOTUK Intersectionality is an aspect that’s essential to this discourse…the complexity of experiences must be acknowledged and respected
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @CeeCeeOT: @teohjouyin @LGBTQIAOTUK Intersectionality is an aspect that’s essential to this discourse…the complexity of experiences must…

Jen scott @Jen0Scott
@Occ4LifeLtd @LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk. Great to have a discussion with input from a variety of people from different/diverse groups as well as allies. There is definitely
scope to support eachother going forward.

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@BillWongOT @Occ4LifeLtd @sarahjoOT I am working on tracking the evidence. Takes a lot of time and energy so need a community to work together with. :) 

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
#Otalk Thanks for inviting me tonight. Great discussion and lots of positive steps that we can take together. Look forward to joining again

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: @Occ4LifeLtd On that note… a ‘save the date’ for you all… We will be hosting a launch event on 14/06/21 at 7pm. A chance f…

Sarah Fletcher-Shaw @sarahjoOT
@Occ4LifeLtd @LGBTQIAOTUK Thankyou so much- this has been very helpful for reflection and very insightful to hear what matters most in how we move forward
together #OTalk

Melissa chieza @melissa_chieza
RT @TokunboTweetz: @Occ4LifeLtd As someone who ticks a few boxes under ‘diversity’, I’ve tried to engage more with OT based extra-curricula…

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@SusanGriffiths5 @OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd 2nd-Ed ##OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
We are all just gobby and love it (although ex #OTalk member here I came back especially for these discussions). Love that the current team are continuing to drive
change and looking at research as well as practice. @OTalk_ team rock especially @OT_rach - go sponsor her

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
@OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd Thank you! #OTalk

#HelloMyNameIs Sadie @ot_sadie
@sarahjoOT @OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd I was diagnosed neurodiverse at uni. One of my educators was very very invalidating and dismissive when I disclosed to them -
more understanding is definitely needed #otalk
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Ed Sum Occupational Therapist %%❤❤ 00 @musedNeuroOT
@teohjouyin @BillWongOT @Occ4LifeLtd @sarahjoOT I've been asked to provide a lecture to Occupational Therapy students on neurological practice - I am open about
my sexuality and that I am Chinese - are these things I should be highlighting as a brief introduction to myself??? #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Totally agree with you that the current government are a major barrier. OT definitely needs to get more political #otalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@BillWongOT @Occ4LifeLtd @sarahjoOT Yep. Definitely agree that top-down support can make a big difference. @theRCOT @SteveGFord FYI. Thanks for sharing
your experience from across the pond! #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@SusanGriffiths5 @GeorgiaVineOT @melissa_chieza @OTalk_ Total shocker #otalk -

Rhiannon Ashbourne @OT_Rhiannon
@Occ4LifeLtd There needs to be more education on diversity within practice. On many occasions I have had to educate people on for example religious/cultural beliefs
and sometimes they are not very open minded. But our patients will be diverse so we need to be more aware #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@musedNeuroOT @teohjouyin @Occ4LifeLtd @sarahjoOT yes! #otalk

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
RT @AndrewBatesOT: @Murphlemurph @Occ4LifeLtd @anita_atwal @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK & will continue to do so on behalf of @CYPOT_CLCH

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
#OTalk This seems like an appropriate forum tonight to share this information. Please consider completing the survey & share widely for broader data collection. ,

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
RT @teohjouyin: @anita_atwal @rcot @ElizabethCasso1 Yes, really impressed by @ElizabethCasso1 's work so far. I felt very hopeful observing…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Oh dear. I’ve only reached the halfway mentions. Haven’t even seen tweets I wasn’t mentioned in! #otalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @RobW_OT: #OTalk This seems like an appropriate forum tonight to share this information. Please consider completing the survey & share w…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@teohjouyin @Occ4LifeLtd @sarahjoOT @theRCOT @SteveGFord I think I am at the right place at the right time... since I can offer direct feedback on such initiatives.
#otalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
@Occ4LifeLtd Signs of a vibrant #OTalk topic! :)

#OTalk @OTalk_
6  #OnceAnOTalkerAlwaysAnOTalker

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
I feel in a very odd position as an independent practitioner. Freer to discuss and challenge but with little to influence directly (but I/my health has had enough of being
directly employed for the time being) #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@ot_sadie @sarahjoOT @OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd I know the landscape changed a lot since I came out 11 years ago. Still a lot of work to be done, though! #otalk

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: I feel in a very odd position as an independent practitioner. Freer to discuss and challenge but with little to influence…

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@musedNeuroOT @BillWongOT @Occ4LifeLtd @sarahjoOT Well I think our looks and our names are visible enough without any need to disclose that we're Chinese
lol. But as far as less visible protected characteristics are concerned, I know the students appreciate when guest speakers disclose. It means a lot to them. #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@Cass_OT__ @OTalk_ Glad to have you here #otalk
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Wendy Foo @wendy_foo_
@Occ4LifeLtd @CeeCeeOT Same model but with an added "Transformational zone" for communities and organisations. #otalk @theRCOT -SMART goal for May 2022?
https://t.co/2IrV1uSA5L

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @SteveGFord: @teohjouyin @Occ4LifeLtd Agreed on your second point. I love this sense of community and want it to be a real feature of @t…

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
RT @TokunboTweetz: @Occ4LifeLtd Perhaps a national conference that truely aims to promote EDI by amplifying the the voices of those within…

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
RT @ot_sadie: @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT #otalk I think there’s been recognition that there is a huge problem with the lack of diversity in OT a…

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@Occ4LifeLtd We are very luck to have @RCOTPolicyWales and @RuthCr in Wales to work closely with @WGHealthandCare to keep OT on the political agenda.
#OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @hspenceruk: @Occ4LifeLtd Much focus on barriers... Opportunities also plentiful and grateful to OT and AHP Twitter communities for crea…

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
RT @TokunboTweetz: @Occ4LifeLtd As someone who ticks a few boxes under ‘diversity’, I’ve tried to engage more with OT based extra-curricula…

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@BillWongOT @Occ4LifeLtd @sarahjoOT @theRCOT @SteveGFord Well, they need to be willing to listen and engage in conversations and actually take actions that
show progress! Like what @ElizabethCasso1 is doing. :) #OTalk there are plenty of people around willing to help to be honest. Uptake is another matter.

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Who is going to pledge to look at doing a TEDx (or even a TED talk). Bill wants us too. Speak to him. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @RobW_OT: @Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk An opportunity over the last 12 months has been to development of digital / virtual ways of working. So ea…

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
Definitely. In practice-based & educational contexts. Grateful for space & opportunities to have these conversations. Long way to go for them to be safe in wider contexts.
Hope that #AGenderAgenda virtual poster @ #RCOT2021 will prompt continued ripples @LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk

Rachael (she/her) %% @RachaelD_OT
RT @hspenceruk: Definitely. In practice-based & educational contexts. Grateful for space & opportunities to have these conversations. Long…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Occ4LifeLtd And I also know I am in an odd position every time I come over to RCOT too. I have been told I am always welcomed as an international guest. 

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@Murphlemurph @KwakuOT @Occ4LifeLtd @ot_bay Yes @KwakuOT is a hero and absolute asset to the profession! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Occ4LifeLtd actually ORGANIZE. This year I have 0 space left for OT. But, next year will depend on my uni on what they want to do. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
And this is where you need Allys to support you with their privilege. Work together. It should be that you face backlash if completely disengaged! (Not if you make
mistakes if you are at least trying) #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@teohjouyin @Occ4LifeLtd @sarahjoOT @theRCOT @SteveGFord @ElizabethCasso1 I think in the US, AOTA definitely have learned to not make me unhappy... lol!
#otalk

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
Agreed. Thank you @Occ4LifeLtd for this evening and for all your work up to now, and to the wider @OTalk_ #OTalk team ongoing ⬇ what @teohjouyin said!

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@BillWongOT @Occ4LifeLtd @sarahjoOT @theRCOT @SteveGFord @ElizabethCasso1 LOL tell us your secret ... #OTalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
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@CeeCeeOT @LGBTQIAOTUK We still need to be critical in our application of intersectionality and not allow it to get co-opted for oppressive / exclusionary purposes.
#OTalk https://t.co/7PTwQuM9le

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Maybe make normalising talking about the diversity or lack thereof of your staff/student body so prospectively students know that diversity is something that is
acknowledged on the course #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @LecturerMish: @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT #OTalk (cont.) 6) @BAMEOTUK podcasts too 11 so far 7) contributed to 2 chapters in the UK policy #H…

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
RT @teohjouyin: @hspenceruk Still have to be careful about intersectionality though as it has been co-opted and can be used in oppressive w…

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
@teohjouyin @LGBTQIAOTUK Absolutely! #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @Murphlemurph: @AndrewBatesOT @Occ4LifeLtd I wouldn't say I've nailed this. I am in North London so diversity should not be difficult t…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @sherlynmelody: @Occ4LifeLtd #otalk joined @BAMEOTUK and promoted positive black images of occupational therapy #useofself

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
Always on the lookout for allies. ; < Never enough. #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@GeorgiaVineOT If you ever want to bounce ideas #otalk

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist %%❤❤ 00 @musedNeuroOT
@teohjouyin @BillWongOT @Occ4LifeLtd @sarahjoOT My parents chose 'English' names to help me and my siblings 'fit in' and even 'Sum' was changed from 'Sim'!!
People have thought I was Japanese based on my looks. I will mention my protected characteristics in future lectures #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @Jen0Scott: @RobW_OT @Occ4LifeLtd Some excellent videos out there from @AHPLeader. I've learned a lot. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@teohjouyin @Occ4LifeLtd @sarahjoOT @theRCOT @SteveGFord @ElizabethCasso1 well- having AOTA staff knowing that I am a powerful person in the profession is
a start. My social media reach is one reason why... LOL! #otalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@Occ4LifeLtd You da best = #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
This point re intersectionality is very very important. #otalk

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@musedNeuroOT @BillWongOT @Occ4LifeLtd @sarahjoOT Oh but there are certainly Chinese people with the surname Sum too. I didn't even realised it was changed.
I have a friend with the surname Sum = ဂ #OTalk do you have a Chinese name in addition to the 'English' one though?

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@OTnews - maybe we need more of a newsflash act now cover as people often don’t get chance to read?! #otalk https://t.co/wYByvmYlVM

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@BillWongOT @Occ4LifeLtd @sarahjoOT @theRCOT @SteveGFord @ElizabethCasso1 Yeah but what have you done with your social media reach when you're
unhappy with AOTA? That's the question. #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
And you might be able to ask about it again in future to move forward more. Cyclical #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @farrah_money: @Occ4LifeLtd #otalk I have found myself starting with the basics. Talking to the people closest to me, opening up discuss…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
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RT @musedNeuroOT: @LGBTQIAOTUK @Occ4LifeLtd @ObanPride will be posting about organisations and individuals on our social media during #Prid…

Platinum Blonde Nocoiner > > ? ?> > ? ? ☂ @@Ԡ @peced
RT @Murphlemurph: @OTalk_ I think was incredibly disappointing that on OT week with diversity theme they highlighted that they had position…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Yes. Gosh. Why not anti-racism/anti other isms as a pledge as something that is agreed to on joining a course/workforce/at appraisals? #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @TokunboTweetz: @Occ4LifeLtd Perhaps a national conference that truely aims to promote EDI by amplifying the the voices of those within…

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
RT @RobW_OT: #OTalk This seems like an appropriate forum tonight to share this information. Please consider completing the survey & share w…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@OSEurope What about a focus on this for one of your conferences? #otalk

Louis %% @LouisP_OT
@RachaelD_OT @OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd @LGBTQIAOTUK Couldn’t agree more,there is an inferno of energy at the ‘bottom’ but as students, educators etc we don’t
have nearly the same access, influence and opportunity as those in professional settings. Time for those higher up the chain to use their power, together we got this.
#OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @smileyfacehalo: @Occ4LifeLtd 4. Opportunities #otalk create focus groups on EDI conversations on how we can grow as a profession, hold…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @LouisP_OT: @RachaelD_OT @OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd @LGBTQIAOTUK Couldn’t agree more,there is an inferno of energy at the ‘bottom’ but as stud…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @TokunboTweetz: @Occ4LifeLtd users. I’m also #OTalk ing about a conference that is accessible to those from diverse backgrounds. Knowing…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: Yes. Gosh. Why not anti-racism/anti other isms as a pledge as something that is agreed to on joining a course/workforce/at…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Occ4LifeLtd in the US, I think some programs are doing it. But, the effect is still inconsistent at best. So, what can we do to make such efforts that last a long time.
#otalk

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
Looking forward to our @LGBTQIAOTUK launch event in a few weeks time A % #OTPride #LGBTQIAOTUK

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Much more PPI/lived experience involvement in education, research and practice. #otalk https://t.co/tGDxlHia5x

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @Murphlemurph: @Occ4LifeLtd @ot_bay is arranging a fantastic line up of speakers for a global summit in August #DisruptOT I plan to supp…

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: @Occ4LifeLtd On that note… a ‘save the date’ for you all… We will be hosting a launch event on 14/06/21 at 7pm. A chance f…

Becs-Lou (she/her) "" @becs_lou
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: @Occ4LifeLtd On that note… a ‘save the date’ for you all… We will be hosting a launch event on 14/06/21 at 7pm. A chance f…

Sherlyn ) ⭐) ⭐ @sherlynmelody
RT @ot_sadie: @Occ4LifeLtd #otalk 6 continue with uncomfortable conversations and commitment to anti-racism; Make anti-racist reading part…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@Cass_OT__ @BillWongOT @SPOTeurope It might start there but shouldn’t end there and it shouldn’t be an excuse for those of us in the midst not to
change/flex/adapt. This year has shown we all have the capacity too #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
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This is what I am hearing most that Allys are not supporting this change #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @LecturerMish: @Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk Opportunities coming up 1) Finish full draft of the book top secret 2) #antiracism #antidscrimination…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@LecturerMish @theRCOT @KarinBishopRCOT @SteveGFord @thecsp #otalk B https://t.co/RbVSMJAcys

Helen @HelenArnfieldOT
@ot_sadie @Occ4LifeLtd Add political occupational therapy to that too please , #otalk

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: How many of you have seen process/policy or practice change regarding race/racism in your workplaces? #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @DLafayette411: @Occ4LifeLtd Opportunities: 1) Black OT colleagues networking + utilising collective influence; 2) White OT colleagues…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @LecturerMish: @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT @KarinBishopRCOT @SteveGFord @thecsp #OTalk Pledge - Actions to disrupt #WhiteSupremacy & #racism

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@Occ4LifeLtd I dunno, sometimes I feel like our allies are being run round in circles themselves! Institutional structures are what needs dismantling. We can still have
racism without racists! #OTalk

Rachael (she/her) %% @RachaelD_OT
Looking forward to finally launching on 14th June. Hope to see lots of you there. Given the current climate, of course, it will be virtual. More details will be released shortly
C  @LGBTQIAOTUK #LGBTQIAOT #LGBTQIAOTUK

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @MariWardahp: @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT As a profession we seem to fall behind in many aspects. Small pockets of discussion with little acti…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @sarahjoOT: @OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd I also think we need to understand and be more inclusive of neurodiveristy too #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @CeeCeeOT: @OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd We also need more research that explores OT and ethnicity, disability, sexuality and class within staff,…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
#otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @sherlynmelody: @Occ4LifeLtd #otalk conscious bias/is that racism 4 ignorance. Unconscious bias. Lack of value of being diverse. #Ba…

Kwaku Agyemang @KwakuOT
Going to put on the spot here...I wonder if you would be willing to present your presentation to @BAMEOTUK & @LGBTQIAOTUK members at some point? 

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @LecturerMish: @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT @KarinBishopRCOT @SteveGFord @thecsp #OTalk Practical steps - Before you decide to do any change ac…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@RobW_OT Thank @glenn_westrop - Glenn do you have the reference on who created this image? #otalk

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
That is such a good point

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@TokunboTweetz Saw it in a talk I was at before this chat and @glenn_westrop highlighted it to me #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
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RT @BillWongOT: @Occ4LifeLtd I know in AOTA, having minorities stepping up to get involved in different roles (big and small) can be a star…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
#otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@Murphlemurph @KwakuOT @ot_bay That was me. - He is a superstar. #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @hspenceruk: @OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd Definitely struggling to keep up... My thoughts and take homes may take a good while, and actually so…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @OT_Rhiannon: @Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk I always educate myself through online platforms, twitter, YouTube etc. Also attended a webinar regard…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @LouisP_OT: @Occ4LifeLtd 7 - Opportunity to choose to become more active in tackling diversity in our own personal contexts. Attending e…

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@KwakuOT @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK Would be very interested @SteveGFord ! #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @AndrewBatesOT: @Occ4LifeLtd Ongoing discussion, networking and solidarity. Wonderful to see the work of @BAMEOTUK and excited for @LGBT…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@TokunboTweetz @LGBTQIAOTUK @OTalk_ book us in for next year B#otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Will you share them outside the conference too? #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@SusanGriffiths5 @OTalk_ Definitely #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
As a ‘person-centred’ profession how can we be when we are not considering the person, their environment, occupation, spirituality etc as a whole #otalk
https://t.co/n4RvkPPPe2

Dr Carolynne White OT @Carolynne_OT
@Occ4LifeLtd I supervised two students with diverse lived experiences on a hybrid (project/clinical) placement within the Inclusion and Participation team at a mental
health organisation. We had many conversations about therapeutic use of self and creating inclusive workplace cultures.#OTalk

Kwaku Agyemang @KwakuOT
@Occ4LifeLtd @Murphlemurph @ot_bay 9 9 9...Thank you soo much Kirsty! Now I know that it wasn’t my mum. - . Thanks for all the work you have done and
continue to do re. raising awareness and supporting issues around diversity in the profession and society in general. It doesn’t go unnoticed. #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @ot_sadie: @sarahjoOT @OTalk_ @Occ4LifeLtd I was diagnosed neurodiverse at uni. One of my educators was very very invalidating and dismi…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Interesting question. I think our positionalities informs our views so maybe?! #otalk what do others think. Should we normalise this?

Glenn Westrop "" @glenn_westrop
@Occ4LifeLtd @RobW_OT Lurked on #OTalk, great discussion + + +

katy @katysimpsonOT
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: @Occ4LifeLtd On that note… a ‘save the date’ for you all… We will be hosting a launch event on 14/06/21 at 7pm. A chance f…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @teohjouyin: @musedNeuroOT @BillWongOT @Occ4LifeLtd @sarahjoOT Well I think our looks and our names are visible enough without any need…

Teoh Jou Yin @teohjouyin
@Occ4LifeLtd Yes I think we should especially when talking to university students. #OTalk
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Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Ooh even better. Do you have the link? #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @wendy_foo_: @Occ4LifeLtd @CeeCeeOT Same model but with an added "Transformational zone" for communities and organisations. #otalk @th…

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@AndrewBatesOT @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK @theRCOT Watch this space. I have already started the ball rolling... #OTalk

33  Rita Thakaria 33 @thakaria_rita
RT @AndrewBatesOT: @Occ4LifeLtd @thakaria_rita @YasminMahmood2 @SheilaPearce5 have been absolutely intrinsic in bringing about change acros…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @hspenceruk: Definitely. In practice-based & educational contexts. Grateful for space & opportunities to have these conversations. Long…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@hspenceruk @LGBTQIAOTUK Oooh. You lot are making me want to splash the cash on conference - #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
#otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @teohjouyin: Always on the lookout for allies. ; < Never enough. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk – 1st June 2021 – Outcome Measures and interventions used by Occupational Therapists to manage long COVID https://t.co/3eCDPFw35E

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
I love this metaphor. An inferno of energy #otalk https://t.co/5LpybeCW2x

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @HelenArnfieldOT: @ot_sadie @Occ4LifeLtd Add political occupational therapy to that too please , #otalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @teohjouyin: @Occ4LifeLtd I dunno, sometimes I feel like our allies are being run round in circles themselves! Institutional structures…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @Carolynne_OT: @Occ4LifeLtd I supervised two students with diverse lived experiences on a hybrid (project/clinical) placement within the…

#HelloMyNameIs Sadie @ot_sadie
@Occ4LifeLtd @TokunboTweetz @LGBTQIAOTUK @OTalk_ Maybe it could be done as a zoom event aswell? #otalk

RCOT Branches Manager @RCOT_Louise
RT @SteveGFord: #Otalk Thanks for inviting me tonight. Great discussion and lots of positive steps that we can take together. Look forward…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@LecturerMish Or the slides - slideshare. Just thinking about people who won’t be able to join conference. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
We will be back next week with another #OTalk research. Find out more about our topic ⤵

Kelly M @OTontheTracks
RT @OTalk_: We will be back next week with another #OTalk research. Find out more about our topic ⤵

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
Delayed thought following tonight’s #OTalk, but I am the only one that is curious as to why there are no OTs as plenary speakers for conference this year? As we often
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live in the shadows of other professions, our profession itself can be viewed as diverse! We have plenty of /1

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @OTalk_: We will be back next week with another #OTalk research. Find out more about our topic ⤵

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – 1st June 2021 – Outcome Measures and interventions used by Occupational Therapists to manage long COVID https://t.co/3…

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
RT @OTalk_: We will be back next week with another #OTalk research. Find out more about our topic ⤵

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Ok. I have reached the end of my mentions. Night all #otalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@Jen0Scott @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT In this case they were aware as they posted a celebratory tweet at the beginning of the month, just sadly nothing else until
members questioned the subsequent lack of action #OTalk

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@SBUHBOT

Justine Musiime - MSc MPH MCSP @JustineMusiime
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: 1) What have you done personally over the last year with respect to supporting diversity within the profession? #OTalk

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: It might help to share this model with people (and it applies to anti other things too). Help people identify their zone a…

Anne Keen @annekeen55
RT @SteveGFord: #Otalk Thanks for inviting me tonight. Great discussion and lots of positive steps that we can take together. Look forward…

Laura Ingham "" @lauraingham1
RT @OTalk_: We will be back next week with another #OTalk research. Find out more about our topic ⤵

Clarissa #BlackLivesMatter @GeekyOT
@SusanGriffiths5 @Occ4LifeLtd @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK Fully agree! Im happy to be involved #OTalk

Clarissa #BlackLivesMatter @GeekyOT
Catching up with #OTalk. We have a long way to go, but a lot has changed over the past year. Was so disappointed with @theRCOT that I cancelled my membership
after 12yrs, but pleased to see @SteveGFord join the chat last night. Let’s keep pushing things in the right direction

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
%  @LGBTQIAOTUK LAUNCH EVENT: More info and registration details to follow... #WatchThisSpace SAVE THE DATE: Monday 14th June @ 7pm via Zoom 
#LGBTQIAOTUK #OTPride https://t.co/VCtkdmNq5E

Clarissa #BlackLivesMatter @GeekyOT
E F % I’ve popped it in my diary, can’t wait!

Rachael (she/her) %% @RachaelD_OT
A date for your diaries - Monday 14th June . . . @LGBTQIAOTUK #OccupationalTherapy #OccupationalTherapists #OT #OTstudents #LGBTQIA #LGBTQIAOT
#LGBTQIAOTUK #PrideMonth #PrideMonth2021

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
Great to see a v. busy #OTalk re: diversity & representation in #OccupationalTherapy last night (we couldn't keep up!). Lots of progress & opportunities over the past year
but still a long way to go... It's about time we made space for a proper hello ⬇ % = #OTPride #PrideMonth

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@GeekyOT @theRCOT @SteveGFord I thought that was excellent. A reassuring start. Really hoping this is a time of change #OTalk

OTBayArea @ot_bay
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: % @LGBTQIAOTUK LAUNCH EVENT: More info and registration details to follow... #WatchThisSpace SAVE THE DATE: Monday 14th…

Alison Kerr (she / her) @alisonkerrOT
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RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – 1st June 2021 – Outcome Measures and interventions used by Occupational Therapists to manage long COVID https://t.co/3…

Susan Madigan OT @SusanMadigan3
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: @Occ4LifeLtd On that note… a ‘save the date’ for you all… We will be hosting a launch event on 14/06/21 at 7pm. A chance f…

Charlie Danger @DangerOT
For the first time in two years I'm off to see my friends and colleagues at @AceCentre in Oxford. They have a very strong position as one of the best MDTs for 
the UK and beyond. Oh, and you can always call them for FREE advice on 0800 080 3115 6 #Slpeeps #Sped #OTalk https://t.co/d9Wtl4qcKi

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Great to see a v. busy #OTalk re: diversity & representation in #OccupationalTherapy last night (we couldn't keep up!). Lo…

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: % @LGBTQIAOTUK LAUNCH EVENT: More info and registration details to follow... #WatchThisSpace SAVE THE DATE: Monday 14th…

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
This was picked up by @LecturerMish . I don't think BAME OTs seem to get the recognition they deserve and or may be bias in conference committee ?

Rachel Booth == @OT_rach
G G

Rachel Booth == @OT_rach
Oh I was planning on joining this but ended up falling asleep. #otalk

Becs-Lou (she/her) "" @becs_lou
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: % @LGBTQIAOTUK LAUNCH EVENT: More info and registration details to follow... #WatchThisSpace SAVE THE DATE: Monday 14th…

Ace Centre @AceCentre
RT @DangerOT: For the first time in two years I'm off to see my friends and colleagues at @AceCentre in Oxford. They have a very strong pos…

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
@OT_rach I am missing #OTalk at the moment as busy with amazing students and writing with @KatrinaBannigan #writinggroup

Louis %% @LouisP_OT
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: % @LGBTQIAOTUK LAUNCH EVENT: More info and registration details to follow... #WatchThisSpace SAVE THE DATE: Monday 14th…

Paul Doyle @PaulJCDoyle
RT @DangerOT: For the first time in two years I'm off to see my friends and colleagues at @AceCentre in Oxford. They have a very strong pos…

Eva Eastman @EvaEastmanOT
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: % @LGBTQIAOTUK LAUNCH EVENT: More info and registration details to follow... #WatchThisSpace SAVE THE DATE: Monday 14th…

Eleanor Ramsell @RamsellEleanor
@OTalk_ #OTalk late to the party (in every respect) and only tiny steps but we have made Inclusion and Diversity a routine agenda item in our OT meetings. I’ve listened
to podcasts recommended to me about being an ally and read and shared resources I’ve been directed to. And reflected!!

Eleanor Ramsell @RamsellEleanor
@OTalk_ #OTalk I’ve also spoken to my managers on a number of occasions about ensuring we don’t inadvertently exclude in favour of convenience, working to have
more diverse interview panels.

BAMEOTUK @BAMEOTUK
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @Occ4LifeLtd There are excellent groups such as @BAMEOTUK & @LGBTQIAOTUK but we need one for disabled OT (if there is…

Kosiwa Lokosu @KosiwaOT
RT @ot_sadie: @Occ4LifeLtd @theRCOT #otalk I think there’s been recognition that there is a huge problem with the lack of diversity in OT a…

Kosiwa Lokosu @KosiwaOT
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: This. If it is happening. We aren’t seeing it and it causes frustration and stagnation. Keep sharing good practice/progres…

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@KwakuOT @SteveGFord @BAMEOTUK @LGBTQIAOTUK I'm not a member of either @BAMEOTUK or @LGBTQIAOTUK but I'd also be interested to hear this. I
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suspect I'm not the only one. Did I see idea during #OTalk for an annual conference/event day (outside of #RCOT2021) that would be about addressing & celebrating
issues of diversity.

Libby Hill @SmartTalkers
RT @DangerOT: For the first time in two years I'm off to see my friends and colleagues at @AceCentre in Oxford. They have a very strong pos…

OT_Expert ✨ I "✨ I " @OT_Expert
RT @DangerOT: For the first time in two years I'm off to see my friends and colleagues at @AceCentre in Oxford. They have a very strong pos…

OT_Expert ✨ I "✨ I " @OT_Expert
RT @SteveGFord: #Otalk Thanks for inviting me tonight. Great discussion and lots of positive steps that we can take together. Look forward…

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: % @LGBTQIAOTUK LAUNCH EVENT: More info and registration details to follow... #WatchThisSpace SAVE THE DATE: Monday 14th…

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – 1st June 2021 – Outcome Measures and interventions used by Occupational Therapists to manage long COVID https://t.co/3…

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
RT @Murphlemurph: @AndrewBatesOT @Occ4LifeLtd I wouldn't say I've nailed this. I am in North London so diversity should not be difficult t…

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
That's just opened up a can of worms . Can't agree more . Think this is another OT talk

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
RT @Occ4LifeLtd: Ooh even better. Do you have the link? #otalk

BAMEOTUK @BAMEOTUK
@Ruth_Hawley @KwakuOT @SteveGFord @LGBTQIAOTUK Yep @LecturerMish suggestion #OTalk

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Great to see a v. busy #OTalk re: diversity & representation in #OccupationalTherapy last night (we couldn't keep up!). Lo…

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
Enjoyed the tweets from this #OTalk today as I was not able to join last night. An impt discussion about where #OccupationalTherapy is with regard to celebrating &
encouraging diversity in the profession. My summary = good to see signs of progress, lots of future actions needed.

LecturerMish # $ % & "# $ % & " '' She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @RachaelD_OT: A date for your diaries - Monday 14th June . . . @LGBTQIAOTUK #OccupationalTherapy #OccupationalTherapists #OT #OTstudents

priti bhagat @pritzOT
This will be useful on 1st june - outcome measures in post covid. @NiciLa @JaneBal3 @KellyBieliausk1 @LakesMrs @sarahhurst71 @JoanneMcloughl6

Faith Fitzsimon @FaithFitzsimon
RT @FitzsimonOt: UK Occupational Therapists working within adult mental health services: please consider volunteering in my MSc study or sh…

Sam Dewis @sam_dewis
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: % @LGBTQIAOTUK LAUNCH EVENT: More info and registration details to follow... #WatchThisSpace SAVE THE DATE: Monday 14th…

OT_Expert ✨ I "✨ I " @OT_Expert
RT @FitzsimonOt: UK Occupational Therapists working within adult mental health services: please consider volunteering in my MSc study or sh…

KarliStorm @StormKarli
@nuwandiss

Lorian Mead II "" @lm_ldot
RT @FitzsimonOt: UK Occupational Therapists working within adult mental health services: please consider volunteering in my MSc study or sh…

Helen Turner @helenturner_76
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@HelenDuggan17

Sarah Fletcher-Shaw @sarahjoOT
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: % @LGBTQIAOTUK LAUNCH EVENT: More info and registration details to follow... #WatchThisSpace SAVE THE DATE: Monday 14th…

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist %%❤❤ 00 @musedNeuroOT
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: % @LGBTQIAOTUK LAUNCH EVENT: More info and registration details to follow... #WatchThisSpace SAVE THE DATE: Monday 14th…

SomersetStroke @somersetstroke
RT @Deborah71247971: The new Integrated Community Stroke Service Model @NHSEngland will at last support commissioning and delivery of a nee…

LecturerMish # $ % & "# $ % & " '' She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @GeekyOT: Catching up with #OTalk. We have a long way to go, but a lot has changed over the past year. Was so disappointed with @theRC…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Results of mini-polls from #otalk last night. First up looking at race/racism. https://t.co/I6ZmZWDB3z

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Ableism/disability #otalk https://t.co/Izkm8sOFiO

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
Must have missed a poll here but sexuality/gender identity/diversity appears to have less visibility overall #otalk https://t.co/iOKil3hc2X

Alison Laver-Fawcett @alisonlaverfaw
RT @OTalk_: We will be back next week with another #OTalk research. Find out more about our topic ⤵

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life "" @Occ4LifeLtd
@RobW_OT It’s small numbers but still. Maybe everyone from #otalk should pledge to take discussions of all forms of diversity, equality, equity and inclusion back to their
workplaces. Get it on meeting agendas so that changes can be made.

Sue Parkinson @MOHOspark
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – 1st June 2021 – Outcome Measures and interventions used by Occupational Therapists to manage long COVID https://t.co/3…

"" Jade Atcheler (she/her) #BLM %% #Pride @JadeAtch
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Great to see a v. busy #OTalk re: diversity & representation in #OccupationalTherapy last night (we couldn't keep up!). Lo…

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
RT @RachaelD_OT: A date for your diaries - Monday 14th June . . . @LGBTQIAOTUK #OccupationalTherapy #OccupationalTherapists #OT #OTstudents

Dr Katrina Bannigan JJ #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @cathymc9781: @OT_rach I am missing #OTalk at the moment as busy with amazing students and writing with @KatrinaBannigan #writinggroup

Carol Smith @carol_smith16
RT @hspenceruk: Definitely. In practice-based & educational contexts. Grateful for space & opportunities to have these conversations. Long…

Dee @OTinretirement
@teohjouyin @anita_atwal @ElizabethCasso1 Just catching up on #OTalk threads. TY both for your comments. They are appreciated - still much to do but making a
positive start we hope.

Kosiwa Lokosu @KosiwaOT
RT @LecturerMish: @Occ4LifeLtd #OTalk Hmm... Barriers: @theRCOT, @Conservatives, lack of #OccupationalTherapy literature & data Opportunit…

Kosiwa Lokosu @KosiwaOT
RT @RachaelD_OT: @Occ4LifeLtd One of the barriers I encounter is the attitude of ‘why does it matter?’ Unfortunately, I think there are sti…

Kosiwa Lokosu @KosiwaOT
@SteveGFord @Murphlemurph @Occ4LifeLtd Was this just a top priority at the time? Has the concern around diversity continued on a deeper level or just superficially?
#OTalk
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Free Analytics and Transcripts for #OTalk
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Symplur has over 200,000 #OTalk tweets going back to September 2011.
Get unrestricted access to all conversations with Symplur Signals.

Kosiwa Lokosu @KosiwaOT
RT @KwakuOT: Going to put on the spot here...I wonder if you would be willing to present your presentation to @BAMEOTUK & @LGBTQIAOTUK memb…

CHITINProject @CHITINProject
RT @OTalk_: We will be back next week with another #OTalk research. Find out more about our topic ⤵ https://t.co/gePKV7GCzq

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@KosiwaOT @Murphlemurph @Occ4LifeLtd We're meeting this afternoon, aren't we? Keen to answer this question then #OTalk

Kosiwa Lokosu @KosiwaOT
@SteveGFord @Murphlemurph @Occ4LifeLtd Look forward to it #OTalk

THECOPM @TheCOPM
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – 1st June 2021 – Outcome Measures and interventions used by Occupational Therapists to manage long COVID https://t.co/3…

Jen scott @Jen0Scott
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: Great to see a v. busy #OTalk re: diversity & representation in #OccupationalTherapy last night (we couldn't keep up!). Lo…

Sarah Morecroft @MorecroftSarah
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – 1st June 2021 – Outcome Measures and interventions used by Occupational Therapists to manage long COVID https://t.co/3…

Joel Reynolds @JoelR_OT
RT @LGBTQIAOTUK: % @LGBTQIAOTUK LAUNCH EVENT: More info and registration details to follow... #WatchThisSpace SAVE THE DATE: Monday 14th…
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